
CSS Advanced

Modality: On Demand

Duration: 1 Hour

About this course:

This online course of one-hour is planned for beginners who have some level of initial preparation in
CSS and HTML, either individually or with our HTML Beginner and CSS Beginner courses.

CSS is utilized to expand the formatting and elaborate capacities of your HTML archives, allowing
more noteworthy control and flexibility in page layout and design. We take CSS from the earliest
starting point and show all related to design, formatting, and navigation bars. In the wake of learning
CSS and HTML, you'll have the option to fabricate a site without any preparation.

Regardless of whether you're a web engineer liable for a huge number of pages or an independent
website specialist working on sites for local businesses, CSS is a significant ability to ace. CSS or
Cascading Style Sheets furnishes web engineers and architects with the capacity to attractive
appealing site pages. This course will show all degrees of clients an introduction to CSS3, working
with page designs, understanding of the CSS box model, using backgrounds and colors, working with
tables and lists, web typography, and dynamic CSS3 properties.

The Labor Statistics Bureau notes that the employment of web developers is predictable to enhance
a whopping 20 percent from 2012 to 2022, quicker than all other professions. According to
Glassdoor, the national average pay for front-end designers is over $75,000. In business sectors
where the opposition for top tech ability is furious, the average compensation can move above
$100,000.

Course Objective:

Three Ways to Insert CSS
Introduction to CSS
Measurement Units
Fonts & Text
Classes & IDs
The Box Model
CSS Resources & Reference
Border and Padding
DIV trick
Overflow Scroll
Centering DIVs
Floating DIVs
DIV Layout Method
Create a DIV Layout
Vertical Expanding DIVs
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Target Audience:

The essential audience for this course is an individual who needs to begin or upgrade their profession
in web improvement and website design.

Prerequisites:

There are no requirements to take this online course however it expected that understudies taking
this course already have essential information on HTML/HTML5.

Course Outline:

CSS Layout

Introduction
Compound Styles
CSS Links
Links with Bullets
Compound Links
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